
SPECIAL PRAYER FOCUS: STUDENT MINISTRY
Father God, as a new academic year begins in many 
locations where CMS missionaries are working with 
university students, we pray for new opportunities for the 
gospel to be proclaimed. We thank you for the wonderful 
opportunities for mission in universities, where young 
people are often open to discussing big ideas and thinking 
about your existence, plans and love. We pray that CMS 
missionaries would not be discouraged when the gospel is 
unwelcome. We ask that you would lead them to seek out 
those with open hearts, prayerfully pursuing even those 
who resist the good news. Father, strengthen student 
leaders on campuses all over the world, that they would be 
working for your glory above their own academic or social 
reputations. Please reveal yourself to university students 
as the source of true wisdom. Amen.

With the ever-changing situation around the world with COVID-19, we 
recognise that these prayer points may become out of date.  Please pray for 
missionaries as they respond to the changing situation in their location.  For 
those using the PrayerMate app, CMS will seek to update prayer points as 
much as possible.

TUESDAY 1 – JAPAN
Give thanks with Nathan & Maki Clapham for the summer 
camps. Pray for follow-up and for the resumption of campus 
Bible studies. Pray for Steven & Sandra Parsons as 
they prepare for TEAM Japan’s Prayer Conference (14-16 
September), that it will be a deep time of refreshment as 
missionaries gather online to support each other in these 
challenging times. Please pray with Matt & Jen Lim for Hi-
B.A. staff members as they continue to faithfully disciple high 
schoolers online. Pray that students would be encouraged to 
keep seeking to grow in their relationship with Jesus. Thank 
God with Chenny Thie for prayers and encouragement 
from CMS supporters regarding recent health issues. Pray 
for continued healing. Give thanks with Roger & Noriko 
Dethlefs for the opportunities that KGK leaders have had, 
during summer online camps, to share their journeys of 
faith with Jesus. Pray with Adam & Helane Ramsay, as 
they begin ministry experience in a local church, that they 
would be good learners and that the congregation would be 
blessed by their service.

WEDNESDAY 2 – JAPAN & TAIWAN
Pray for Dene & Rachel Hughes during this time of 
adjustment with the reduction in camps and conferences. 
Give thanks with them for new accommodation. Pray with 
Dave & Beck McIntyre as kids go back to school for the 
new term, amidst the ongoing uncertainties around COVID. 
Please pray that Brad and Michelle Jackson can connect 
with their churches and individual supporters to say thanks 
during this difficult season. Pray with Kellie Nicholas for the 
KGK summer camp that is happening online this week, that 
students will think about priorities and what really matters. 
Pray with Sam & Shan-Shan Chrisp for Shan-Shan as 
she begins learning Taiwanese this month, that her small 
number of class hours will be helpful.

THURSDAY 3 – EAST ASIA
Pray that E will continue to make good progress in language 
learning. Pray with L & J for their international church as they 
rebuild trust and healing from the trauma of a leadership 
crisis in July and August, all the while unable to meet in 
person. Praise God with D & L for their safe arrival, and pray 
for them as they readjust to life in Australia. Pray with L that 
she will be salt and light to those she is living among. Pray 
with D & T that borders will open, and flights will become 
available to allow a return to East Asia in late January. 
Praise God with S & K for friendship and partnership with 
supporters.

FRIDAY 4 – EURASIA, NETHERLANDS, IRELAND 
& AUSTRIA
Give thanks with R for the provision of her job and visa. Pray 
for David & Cathie Sandifer and family as they adjust 
to life in the Netherlands. Pray for the complete healing of 
Josiah’s ankle. Pray with Erin Topley (nee Moorcroft) for new 
relationships as she begins in a new parish, pray also for 
Matthew’s ordination as a deacon on 8 September. Pray with 
Rachel Gibbs for the ÖSM staff retreat (21 – 25 September), 
as the new ÖSM staff members join the team and they plan 
the coming year.

SATURDAY 5 – SPAIN & MALTA
Give thanks with Miriam Bradshaw for rest, and pray for 
Christians to delight in declaring the excellencies of Christ 
in Spain. Pray with Mike & Tania Snowdon about the 
uncertainty around restarting of schools, universities and 
programs. Please pray for wisdom to know how to do so 
given the current COVID case numbers. Pray for the kids 
who likely will not be returning to face to face school yet. 
Pray with Jim & Tanja French for Evie and Silas, as they 
hopefully start back at school in September after months 
of homeschooling in lockdown, and a long summer break. 
Pray with G & R as their belongings are shipped back to 
Australia, with their hearts still in Malta. Pray that they would 
have a good transition to Australia next month. Praise God 
with Chris & Kristy Galea that their children have settled 
in well to their new school in Sydney and have made great 
friends. Pray that they would be able to continue to develop 
language with their Maltese language tutor.

SUNDAY 6 – GERMANY & ITALY
Praise God with Mimy Gardner for the summer holidays 
and the chance to leave Leipzig to visit friends. Thank God 
with Klaus & Jude Hickel for much needed rest over the 
summer and pray for strength to continue the work. Pray 
with Gillian Law for farewells later this week after a short 
Home Assignment. Pray also for smooth and safe travel 
and returning to life and ministry in Rome. Please pray with 
Simon & Jessica Cowell for the student training conference 
at the end of the month, it is a crucial time of preparation 
and growth for them. Pray with Naomi Brunacci for a good 
re-entry to Australia, her time in hotel quarantine, and for 
enjoyable moments seeing family again.
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MONDAY 7 – FRANCE
Praise God with Colin & Catherine Puffett for the safe 
travel provided after Home Assignment. Please pray for new 
friends for the whole family and for opportunities to share 
their faith deeply and fruitfully. Pray with Kelly Landrigan 
for flexibility as the new academic year starts up again in 
whatever form it might take. Pray that it would also be a good 
start to the year for church and for the Gospel choir. Pray 
with Daniel & Kate Morris that they will find new students 
who are keen to read the Bible in small groups with other 
students, pray especially for the Lille group to start well 
before they head back on Home Assignment. Pray with Josh 
& Susannah Apieczonek for boldness among students 
and a willingness to commit to ministry at university at the 
start of an academic year with many uncertainties.

TUESDAY 8 – DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING
SAH: Pray with J & N for patience and grace in parenting 
during lockdown and thank God for the way SAH have cared 
for them. Please pray with K that in all circumstances she 
will praise God’s name with joy. Pray with J that she would 
draw near to God in study and prayerfulness and learn to 
listen to him more and more.  Praise God with Josh & Steph 
Mackenzie for how he is growing and shaping them at SAH.
Mentac: Give thanks for disciple-making training which ran 
for the trainees in August. Pray for those who are considering 
joining Mentac in 2021.

WEDNESDAY 9 – NEPAL & PAKISTAN
Pray with D & E for Nepal and the communities facing 
challenges from local disasters (flooding and landslides 
due to the heavy and prolonged monsoon), as well as the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Pray with Judy Gerber that the KISC 
community would trust God in these times of uncertainty. 
Pray with D & S for compassion and justice to reach the poor 
and marginalised Christians in Pakistan.

THURSDAY 10 – NEPAL
Give thanks with G & R for the completion of the hospital’s 
new Palliative Care building and pray for the setting up and 
appointment of new staff. Please ask for peace of mind and 
trust in God’s timing as S prepares to travel to Sydney later 
this month for quarantine and then Home Assignment. Pray 
with B & L for wisdom for Nepal’s leaders in dealing with 
ongoing COVID challenges, on top of the usual monsoon 
problems of landslides and flooding. Pray with L & T for 
INF, as they respond to the health and humanitarian needs 
emerging in Nepal. Pray for more long-term workers to serve 
in Nepal. Pray with K (& B) that they will adjust to parenting 
and get to know baby A. Pray that they will love him and 
point him to Jesus always.

FRIDAY 11 – SOUTH ASIA
Thank God with A for the privilege to host and fellowship at 
weekly house gatherings. Pray with K for friends and local 
teammates who have suffered loss in recent times, ask God 
to strengthen them. Pray with E for a deeper understanding 
of culture, and that she would live in a way that is honouring 
to God. Pray with L for foreign and national workers who 
are restricted to their homes. Ask that God would provide 
opportunities for meaningful conversation with those 
immediately around them. Pray with M & K for a safe return 
home with their newborn baby in mid-September, and that 
they would reconnect quickly with neighbours.

SATURDAY 12 – UAE & JORDAN
Pray with Malcolm & Charissa Forrest that new people will 
continue to come to church, and that they will be welcomed. 
M & O pray that the kids will settle in and make good friends 
in their new socially distanced classes at school. Pray with J 
& D for the potential restart of services in September. Join 
W & C in praying for wisdom about continuing the Summer 
Women’s Bible study initiative long-term. Pray with E that 
ministries will get off to a good start as summer holidays 
have finished. Pray for K as she considers how to restart 
her Coffee Time classes in September, and for new ways of 
reaching Japanese women

SUNDAY 13 – MIDDLE EAST
Pray with J for protection from spiritual attack for each 
person in the gathering outreach team. Praise God for S & 
P’s first year in the Middle East and pray for God’s provision 
and wisdom. Praise God with L for kind and godly women to 
work alongside when on location. Pray God will use her well 
as she works as a midwife in Australia.

MONDAY 14 – MIDDLE EAST
Pray with B for daily faithfulness in honouring Jesus, whether 
in times alone with God or in times spent with others. Please 
pray with M for growth in learning stories from the Bible in 
Arabic. Pray that she would be able to remember them off by 
heart despite the difficulty. Pray with C for wisdom and help 
regarding her complex visa situation. Pray with S & C for the 
poor and needy in their region, particularly refugees.

TUESDAY 15 – NORTH AUSTRALIA
Pray with Tavis & Kate Beer for Tavis, in his role as Acting 
Dean of Christ Church Cathedral, particularly for wisdom and 
encouragement through God’s word. Praise God with Ian & 
Jenny Wood for the re-starting of classes at Nungalinya 
and for students from within the Northern Territory who’ve 
been able to come. Pray with Wayne Oldfield & Mandy 
Jones for Principal Ben, and Bogdan, as they teach in 
the men-only foundation literacy class. Pray for a careful 
evaluation of this experiment once the class is finished. Pray 
with Derek & Rosemary Snibson for safe travel to Ngukurr 
for one week, to meet with church leaders to join in decision 
making for the wider church, as well as for good times of 
fellowship. Together with Chris & Karen Webb ask God 
to help the Kimberley Christian Leaders Training weekend 
to be a useful time of equipping and encouraging for the 
Aboriginal leaders who attend.

WEDNESDAY 16 – NORTH AUSTRALIA, PNG & 
VANUATU
Pray with Matt & Lisa Pearson that God would continue to 
mature the emerging church leaders in Christ’s likeness. Pray 
for the Pearson family as they prepare for the wet season. 
Pray with Matt & Kate Vinicombe that God will have mercy 
on the people of Groote Eylandt, and that more will come to 
put their trust in Jesus. Pray with Joel & Tiffanie Atwood 
for wisdom in leadership as Vanuatu seeks to reopen its 
borders this month. Pray with Keith & Marion Birchley for 
wisdom and creativity navigating their university community 
with COVID, and also thinking ahead to Home Assignment.
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THURSDAY 17 – CMS AUSTRALIA
Pray for CMS Australia staff, especially the Regional 
Mission Directors — Elizabeth Richards, Chris Mitchell 
and Chris Cooper — as they support missionaries through 
online contact rather than face-to-face. Ask God to give 
them wisdom, patience and creativity as they care for them 
remotely.

FRIDAY 18 – SOUTH EAST ASIA
Praise God with J for continued safe travels out-of-town and 
good contact with remotely located students. Praise and 
thank God with N for great progress in language learning 
over the last six months. Pray with K as she transitions from 
working within the context of her local church, to developing 
partnerships with churches and people around Adelaide. 
Pray with N & R for wisdom and discernment for the 
government in these times, and in the lead up to elections 
at the end of this year. Pray with M & L for L as she starts to 
teach a small group online, that the technology will not fail 
and that the students will find it helpful. Give thanks to God 
with 0 for the love, support and prayers of the worldwide 
village over the years. Pray she will transition well into life in 
Australia and for God’s leading for the future.

SATURDAY 19 – CAMBODIA & SOUTH EAST ASIA
Pray with Maggie Crewes for the older teens who are 
restarting their vocational training (which was suspended 
due to COVID). Praise God with Wim & Maaike Prins for 
their Home Assignment, mostly online but also face-to-face, 
and for a safe return to Cambodia. Please pray with Craig & 
Samantha McCorkindale that COVID numbers will stay low 
in Cambodia, and that the gospel will be proclaimed faithfully 
as local Khmer churches reach out to their neighbours. 
Praise God with Bethany Vaughan for the opportunity to 
see family, and for great times of connecting with people. 
Give thanks with Dave & Leoni Painter for the new church 
plant, ‘Words of Life’, that continues to meet in their home 
after one month. Praise God with Andrew & Liz Glover for 
the blessing of working with an international community, a 
glimpse of ‘every tribe and nation’. Pray with Tim and Olivia 
Mulherin for Cambodia and Mercy Medical Centre, as they 
continue to manage the uncertainties COVID-19 brings. Pray 
with N that she might have opportunities to meet with her 
neighbours and share life with them. Pray with Maurice and 
Amanda Jacobson as they begin visiting link churches 
from 1 October.

SUNDAY 20 – INDONESIA
Continue to pray with Andrew Buchanan & Abi Tandiseru 
for God’s people in Indonesia, as they seek to witness in 
word and deed to God’s love in Christ for a broken world. Pray 
with N & R for the safe delivery of their baby next month. 
Pray with J & D, that Indonesian Christians would know and 
believe that nothing can separate them from the love of God 
in Christ Jesus. Pray with R for godly wisdom and protection 
for clergy, pastors and congregations as they adjust to the 
’new normal’ and as they transition to resuming meeting 
together again. Pray for T & E to remain fresh, prayerful 
and obedient as they continue to teach and serve largely 
online. Praise the Lord for Alan & Helen Wood’s successful 
completion of 40 years of full time ministry. Pray for them 
as they settle into Australian life and the next phase in 
service to God. Please pray with Robin & Sarah Kinstead 
for Sarah’s studies and for a refreshing, restorative time on 
leave as a family.

MONDAY 21 – SOUTH EAST ASIA
Thank God with J & I for a Bible overview course that has 
helped international students to understand the Bible better 
and pray for more one to one mentoring opportunities to 
further disciple these students. Pray with I for stamina for 
the long-haul, especially with learning new ways to reach 
out and work here due to COVID. Give thanks with Martin 
& Jenny Foord that the students and lecturers are coping 
with online education. Pray that the faculty would use 
technology wisely and helpfully. Thank God with Ian and 
Narelle Hadfield for the easing of COVID-19 restrictions 
allowing for more people to attend church. Please pray with 
Chris & Grace Adams that they can secure longer term 
visas for the whole family. Also pray that the Tetun Big 
Picture Story Bible and teaching curriculum, that Grace and 
SU-TL have been working on, will be adopted as part of the 
national Protestant religious education syllabus. Thank God 
with Christopher & Julie Dean for their language helper 
and for the opportunity of learning language with her via 
Zoom. Pray with Howard & Michelle Newby for Michelle’s 
online Bible studies with Filipina women, that they will be 
better equipped in understanding and applying God’s word 
to their own lives.

TUESDAY 22 – ETHIOPIA, KENYA & NORTH AFRICA
Pray with M that believers in North Africa would know the 
peace of God during this difficult situation, and that they 
would be beacons of light and hope to those around them. 
Please pray with Shane & Naomi Rubie that Bingham 
school can open safely this month, and that all teachers can 
arrive in country and COVID-free. Please pray with Norm & 
Janelle Gorrie as Norm leads the Department of Mission 
team remotely. Praise God for Janelle’s work translating a 
children’s story Bible into Boran. Pray with Marty & Katrina 
Feltham that those theology students at St Paul’s Limuru 
who could not transition to online learning this semester will 
not be discouraged from training for ministry.

WEDNESDAY 23 – D.R. CONGO & UGANDA
Pray for wisdom for CMS, doctors and David & Prue Boyd 
as they consider how and when they will return to Congo. 
Praise God with Graham & Wendy Toulmin for the ongoing 
support and prayers of CMS members. Pray with David & 
Jennifer Juniper as the diocese of Goma appoints a new 
bishop to replace Bishop Desire, who died in July from 
COVID-19. Give thanks with Andrew & Margaret Newman, 
that restrictions on the most economy-basic modes of 
transport have been lifted. Pray for God’s continued 
provision for gospel workers and teachers who have had no 
income for many months.

THURSDAY 24 – TANZANIA
Pray with Judith Calf as she begins Home Assignment, 
that she will be an encouragement to all, sharing how God 
has been faithfully at work in Lweru. Pray for Mike & Katie 
Taylor to settle well and reengage with their partners and 
with ministry after Home Assignment. Pray for the kids 
to reconnect with friends and school. Pray with Arthur & 
Tamie Davis for incoming TAFES staff to catch the vision 
and understand their roles clearly. Please pray with Glen & 
Dominique Turner that the students in Standard 7, who 
are about to sit their final national exams after so much 
disruption, would trust God in these uncertain times. Pray 
with Kevin & Karen Flanagan for lasting fruit from the 
recent Anglican nationwide week of evangelism.
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WEDNESDAY 30 – CMS BRANCHES
NSW & ACT: Praise God for our Mission Up Close online 
events, which have been streamed on Facebook each 
month. Give thanks that these events have been a wonderful 
opportunity to engage with CMS missionaries online.
QNNSW: Pray for the planning and organisation of Mission 
Encounter.
SANT: Pray that God would help the branch team to be 
adaptable in changing situations, particularly with their 
Summer Conference fast approaching, and with the coming 
and going of missionaries. Give thanks to God for generous 
donors and for many new donors.
TAS: Pray for Maurice and Amanda Jacobson as they begin 
visiting link churches from October, and for K and T & E as 
they continue to serve in South Asia and South East Asia 
respectively. 
VIC: Thank the Lord for a wonderful month of prayer, please 
pray for the culmination of this time with the third Prayer Day 
in early October.  Please also pray that the Lord would stir 
hearts at the Bendigo Dinner in October. 
WA: Please pray for the planning of 2021 events, that 
staff would be wise in moving forward. Please also ask for 
patience for CMS-WA missionaries who have been affected 
by travel delays.

FRIDAY 25 – NAMIBIA & SOUTH AFRICA
Pray with Daniel & Olivia Webster that the churches of 
Namibia will be active in caring for others as the pandemic 
increases in severity, and that they would know how to play 
their part. Pray with Kylie Zietsch for the beginning of Term 
3 for JBC, and for a good handover of responsibilities as she 
returns to Australia for five months. Pray with Mike & Karen 
Roe for endurance, with ongoing online studies for both the 
GWC students and the Roe kids (Amelia and Mitchell). Pray 
with Nathan & Diane Lovell for the GWC Masters students 
presenting their work-in-progress at a mini conference held 
by the college.

SATURDAY 26 – CHILE
Pray for Michael & Jo Charles that they will model drawing 
close to God, rather than just knowledge of him, and that 
they will speak words of hope to those around them. Pray 
with Gary & Julie Haddon for the nation of Chile, as it 
celebrates its national day this month and prepares for a 
plebiscite next month on a new constitution. Pray that 
there will be peace and justice, and the ability to think of 
the needs of others. Pray with Frances Cook for healing 
for her broken wrist and God’s special protection on Chile’s 
poor. Pray with Chris & Stef Overhall for energy to invest 
in relationships in church, uni ministry, and with neighbours. 
Pray that the church will be a light and that many Chileans 
would turn to Christ in hardship. 

SUNDAY 27 – MEXICO, BOLIVIA, PERU & URUGUAY
Pray with Nick & Kysha Davies for all Peruvians in these 
difficult COVID times, particularly for ministers as they seek 
to bring God’s word, and God’s love to their congregations 
and communities who are experiencing all sorts of trials. 
Give thanks with Adrian & Anita Lovell for the opportunity 
and resources to re-think the MOCLAM assessment 
process.  Pray that the assessments would help students 
to get more out of the subjects. Give thanks with Pedro & 
Joy Oliveira Woolmer for a week off school, language, and 
Zoom meetings to rest and recharge. Pray with Peter & 
Sarah Sholl for creativity and energy as they connect with 
supporters through online and in-person meetings.

MONDAY 28 – ARGENTINA
Pray with Martin & Julie Field for Latin America, especially 
with the huge number of COVID cases and very significant 
strain on the health system. Ask God with Peter & Terry 
Blowes, for wisdom and grace as they seek to help ABUA 
remain faithful to the gospel and sort out organisational 
and relational difficulties. Pray with Amy Stephens for 
opportunities to connect with new students. Pray also for 
the students who are struggling at this time, that God would 
sustain them according to his promises.

TUESDAY 29 – CMS PARTNERS
Pray for the Co-Mission Partners that CMS supports 
through the Mission Support Fund. Pray for protection 
for them, their families, and their communities. Pray that 
they and the ministries and churches they support will be 
reaching out with generosity and peace to their neighbours. 
Pray that they would be ready and full of the right words to 
witness to others in a time of uncertainty.
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